97 infiniti j30

The J30 went into production on April 7, as a model to replace the M30 which was a coupe , and
was launched in the United States after its competitor, the Lexus GS. The car was designed to
slot between the smaller G20 and the larger Q45 , as Infiniti's first mid-size sedan to compete
directly with the Acura Legend. Design work was frozen in To establish that this was a luxury
vehicle, the interior was largely designed with assistance from Poltrona Frau [1] of Italy, whom
they had previously worked with on the larger Q The interior treatment continued to use the
contrasting arrangement from the larger Q45 with a dark color used for the dashboard, and
center console, with a lighter shade color used inside for the seats, interior door panels,
headliner, carpet, and carpeted floor mats. The driver's side window controls had an unusual
placement in that the drivers window switch was both one-touch express down and
double-sized, meaning it was the same width as two conventional window switches towards the
top, with the front and rear passenger window switches further down, with the window lockout
switch installed next to the front passenger switch, instead of the drivers window switch. The
front passenger and rear passenger window switches were thumb activated, installed at the top
of the interior door pull handle. Unlike earlier Infinitis, the J30 received effective advertisement
with jazz music and artistic camera shots. Power came from a 3. All J30s were built in Tochigi,
Tochigi , Japan. Production of the J30 ended on June 18, , replaced by the Infiniti I30 introduced
in The J30 was packaged with a long list of standard features including but not limited to a
leather interior, bronze tinted exterior glass, digital climate control, real burlwood trim
surrounding the climate control unit, Bose sound system control module, and front ashtray, a
power metal panel sunroof, dual 8-way power heated seats, dual airbags, variable speed
sensitive power steering, and three-channel Anti-Lock brakes with ventilated discs front and
rear. One of the shortcomings of the J30 was its lack of interior room. It had the distinction of
being a mid-size car with the space of a subcompact less than a Sentra due to its sloping
roofline and shrunken trunk. Infiniti also produced a touring model, the J30t. This model
featured a rear spoiler , BBS style alloy wheels, a MacPherson strut front suspension with a
multi-link suspension for the rear wheels standard equipment on all J30 versions. For and ,
Nissan offered a very limited number of "gold package" J30t's. The J30 remained nearly
unchanged through its production period. Heated seats became standard equipment in the
model year. For , the J30 received subtle vertical ribbing in the tail light lenses and in '96 the
diagnostic system was upgraded to OBD2. Otherwise, the J30 received only minor alterations
between and model years. The J30 was launched with an ad campaign featuring Welsh actor
Jonathan Pryce as the spokesman. Infiniti 's chief competitors in the Japanese-American luxury
car market, Acura and Lexus , used a similar technique in their commercials, which have also
featured celebrity voice-overs , done by James Sloyan Lexus and James Spader Acura. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single source.
Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by
introducing citations to additional sources. For other uses, see J30 disambiguation. Motor
vehicle. A division of Nissan. Infiniti Performance Line. Category Commons. Infiniti , a division
of Nissan Motor Co. Categories : Infiniti vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Vehicles with
four-wheel steering Mid-size cars Sedans Cars introduced in Hidden categories: Articles
needing additional references from November All articles needing additional references Articles
with short description Short description matches Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Infiniti Nissan. Kaminokawa, Tochigi
, Japan. Doug Wilson [1]. Mid-size luxury car. Compact car. Entry-level luxury car. Full-size
luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in North America. Infiniti 's new G35 isn't the
marque's first venture into the rear-drive midsize midluxury-sedan marketplace. A decade ago,
there was the J30, a round-rumped, nicely built entry that attempted to go head to head against
segment sales leaders like Lexus ' ES and Acura 's Legend. Options included a "t" or touring
package, including upgraded tires on custom alloy wheels, a rear spoiler, stiffer spring rates,
HICAS four-wheel steering, and a smaller anti-roll bar diameter. Unfortunately, the J30's width of
Those up front found supportive seats and quality materials. Two other areas tended to cause
problems, as well, both isolated to '93 models: interference with cellular phones due to the Bose
amplifier and intermittent hot air flowing from the heating and air-conditioning system. The
rounded contours weren't everyone's cup of tea, and the styling took its toll on trunk space. The
V-6 makes adequate power, but proved thirsty. Urban driving usually gave mileage in the high
teens, highway cruising in the low 20s. In '94, front-seat heaters were made standard, and in '95
new taillight lenses were installed. For '96, just a few colors were introduced, and even with
prices slashed, the market just didn't warm to the 'tweener Infiniti. Nonetheless, we recommend
the "t" model, as it's the sportiest and nicest driving of the Js. Only one recall was issued by the

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, on ''94 J30s, involving a wiring harness cover
that may catch fire when the seatbelt pretensioner is triggered. Yesterday's sales turkey is
today's bargain, and a clean low mileage J30 will serve you well until you're ready to order up
that new G Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. The Author photographers David
Newhardt writers. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. When the Infiniti J30 was introduced, its
designers said it represented a departure from the "tyranny of the wedge. The look was unique
on introduction day, and inspired people to either love it or hate it, with little middle ground to
stand on. New J30 owners felt cheated and cheapened, but others didn't much care about the
family resemblance. J30 sales have been steadily increasing since then, though crosstown rival
Lexus is selling quite a few more ES s. No doubt, the J30 is a solid, substantial luxury
automobile that can hold its own in the stoplight drag race, not that you'd ever see one of these
things smoking away from the corner of 3rd and Main. We didn't much care for the J30's look
when it came out, finding the front styling too aggressive and the rear a bit dumpy looking.
We've always maintained that the wheel design of a car influences the visual impression of the
entire vehicle, and with the J30t's lace-spoke wheels, the J30 looks pretty good. Inside, you get
coddled in sumptuous leather seats. The interior of the J30 is small, but in a cozy way. Just
don't try to stuff more than four adults inside its subcompact dimensions. Ergonomics are
nearly flawless, with beautiful gauges and a dashboard clock that would more accurately be
described as a fine timepiece. We're lukewarm about the styling, but the rest of the J30 is sure
to please the most discerning drivers. My Gold J30t is my third. I hit the wheel well of a truck
exiting a lot perpendicular to my direction. Totaled my '95 but she totally protected me. This car
is built like a welter weight boxer-rounded, firm, athletic lines. Women say that my J30's sexy
lines and cozy interior warm and cradle them, evoking a sensuality rare in today's cars. She is
comfortable on the highway and her engine emits a quiet growl when accelerating, like Serena
Williams' aggressiveness on the court. Luxury-Sport is an apt description. I give her the normal
maintenance she needs, plus some extras. She's classy, sassy, and deserves every bit. An
excellent all around car. Handles well, quiet, good quality in a unique design. I now have two of
these, a 93' and a 97', and I love them both. A comfortable car with inexpensive luxury. Handles
well, but is a little heavy. All the bells and wistles are great and the stereo kicks butt. Upgraded
tired make a world of difference. Rather bland apperance, but hey I could see that before I
bought it. For the money, it was a steal. It had 20k miles. What a deal! This car has been perfect
for me. I'm 6'3" and have plenty of leg room in the front. I rarely carry passengers in the back,
but when I do a little adjustment gives them plenty of room and comfort too! I've replaced the
brake pads and turned the front rotors once. It now has k miles. Great vehicle and still looks like
new! Write a review. See all 21 reviews. Overall, Edmunds users rate the J30 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the J Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the J30 featuring
deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving.
Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests,
first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the
vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to
their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car

every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. There isn't much passenger space. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the J Most helpful consumer
reviews 4. The Edmunds experts tested the J30 both on the road and at the track. What about
cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that
the J30 has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the J30's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the J30 is a good car for you. Check back soon for
the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include:
Learn more. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Sign Up. Arizona
Phoenix Infiniti J Sell Infiniti J30 Phoenix, Arizona.
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We buy cars for cash like this in all conditions, used, junk, old, or damaged, every day. Check
out this recently sold Infiniti J If you're thinking about how to sell your car, and you're looking
for used car buyers, consider Peddle. We can help you sell your Infiniti J30, or a similar car,
online for cash easily and quickly. Car details Type. Car condition. Similar vehicles Infiniti I
Infiniti G Infiniti I Infiniti QX4. Infiniti Q Phoenix Area. Mesa, AZ. Tucson, AZ. Glendale, AZ.
Chandler, AZ. Tempe, AZ. Gilbert, AZ. Scottsdale, AZ. Peoria, AZ. Surprise, AZ. Do you charge
any fees? Our service is completely free Do you buy cars that are damaged or missing parts?
Absolutely, we make offers on vehicles in all conditions! Go ahead and request an offer, and we
will see what we can do for you How do I prepare an Arizona title? The person s named on the
front of the title must follow these steps.. All body panels doors, bumpers, hood, etc. All interior
components seats, airbags, radio, etc.

